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A recurrence relation and asymptotic estimate for the number of minimal trees of given 
search number are derived. In addition, a language for describing these trees and structures 
within them is developed. Their automorphisms groups are also discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Recent considerations have led tO the definition and investigation of a number 
of related invariants associated with directed and undirected trees. These 
invariants are the search number, the cutwidth or folding number, the vertex 
separation of a tree's 2-expansion, and the black/white pebble demand. For the 
definitions, motivation, and computer science applications of these invariants, the 
reader is referred to [1, 2, 4], and the references cited there. In [1, Theorem 1.1] 
it is shown that the black/white pebble demand of a directed tree with in-degree 
at most 2 is equal to the cutwidth of the underlying undirected tree. In [2, 
Theorem 2.2], it is shown that the vertex separation of the 2-expansion of a graph 
is equal to the search number of the graph. In [1, Corollary 2.3], it is shown that 
the search number of a tree of degree three is equal to its cutwidth. In this paper, 
a tree of given search number is called minimal if it has the least possible number 
of vertices amongst all such trees. Now the minimal trees of given search number 
k have degree 3. Let T3(k) denote the set of all isomorphism classes of minimal 
trees with given search number k >0. Then Ta(k) is also the set of all 
isomorphism classes of minimal degree 3 trees with given cutwidth kmwhence the 
suffix 3 in the notation Ta(k). (This is the notation of [1], where Td(k) denotes 
the set of classes of minimal degree d trees with given cutwidth k.) 
An inductive method for constructing the sets T3(k) is given in [1, Section 2] 
based on [4]. The set T3(1) is a singleton containing the class of the tree with two 
vertices. For k > 1, each representative of a class of T3(k) is obtained by 
identifying a leaf in three representatives of members of T3(k- 1). This may be 
taken as a purely combinatorial definition of the sets T3(k), independent of their 
connection with the invariants mentioned above. In [1, Fig. 5], the unique 
members of T3(2), T3(3), and T3(4) were displayed. The four elements of T3(5) 
had been identified, but beyond that little was known. In fact, it transpires that 
the sets Ta(k) and the minimal trees of search number k have a rich and 
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fascinating combinatorial structure with a distinct geometrical flavour, suggesting 
that they well reward further consideration. The purpose of this paper is to 
explore some of this structure. Basic features of minimal trees of given search 
number are discussed in the second section. The third section then develops a 
compact and efficient language for analyzing the composition of elements of 
Ta(k). In the fourth section, the following recurrence relation for the cardinality 
of Ta(k) is derived: 
Theorem 1. Define polynomials pk(X) inductively by 
p l (X) - -  1 + x 
and 
pk(X) = ½P'k-~(x)[pk-x(O) + Pk-l(X) 21 
for k > 1. Then for k > 1, 
I T3(k)I- -~Pk-l(0)[1 + pk-l(0)][2 + pk-~(0)]. 




Theorem 2. As  k---> 0% 
In In I T3(k)l- k In 3. (1.4) 
Theorem 1 shows why it was so difficult to determine T3(6). From (1.3), it 
follows that T3(6) has 2600 elements, that IT3(7)1 is approximately 7.12-1013, and 
that I T3(8)1 is approximately 5.7.1046. 
Remark. The polynomials of Theorem 1 may be worthy of independent s udy. 
Note also that it is possible to define 
X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6 
po(x) = 1 + x -~+ 4~-  10~+ 15~+ O(x 7) (1.5) 
so that the formulae (1.2) and (1.3) remain true for k = 1. The function po(x), 
while not a polynomial, is algebraic, being the unique real root of the cubic 
po(x) 3 + 3po(x)= 1 + 3(x + 1) 2. (1.6) 
In fact, if for any positive integer k the positive integer IT3(k)l is known, then 
(1.3) is a cubic equation with a unique real root pk-l(O). The recurrence relation 
(1.2) may then be read as a differential equation giving pk-~(X) in terms ofpk(X), 
USing the initial value pk-l(0). 
2. Elementary features of the minimal trees 
This section examines ome elementary features of minimal trees of given 
search number k, in particular their symmetries. The generic representative of a 
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member of Ta(k), i.e., the generic minimal tree of search number k, will be 
denoted by Tk. The characteristic property of T3(k), described in [1, Section 2] 
and taken here as fundamental, is that each Tk for k > 1 is obtained from three 
Tk-l"s by identifying a leaf from each. In [1, Corollary 2.2], it was proved by 
induction on k that each Tk has 3 k-1 + 1 vertices. It follows that the vertex of the 
Tk obtained by identifying the respective leaves of the three Tk-l's is the centroid 
of the Tk, the unique interior vertex of the Tk for which equal numbers of the Tk'S 
vertices (namely 3 k-2) lie in each of the three edge directions leading away from 
the vertex. The constituent Tk-~'s making up the Tk will be referred to as the 
limbs of the Tk. Given the Tk, its limbs may be recovered on locating the 
centroid, as the three components into which the centroid separates the Tk. This 
way in which the Tk both determines and is determined by its constituent Tk-l'S 
with their distinguished i entified leaves is the basic feature of the sets T3(k) that 
makes them susceptible to the combinatorial nalysis they are given in this paper. 
To begin with, it is convenient to classify a Tk according to the diversity of its 
limbs with their distinguished leaves. If all three limbs-with-leaf are isomorphic, 
the Tk is called symmetric. If all three limbs-with-leaf are mutually non- 
isomorphic, the Tk is called asymmetric. If two of the limbs-with-leaf are 
isomorphic, but not isomorphic to the third, then the Tk is called disymmetric. 
Note that it is the isomorphism class of the limb-with-leaf configuration that is 
critical here, not the isomorphism class of the limb alone. For example, there is a 
unique T4 up to isomorphism, but there are two distinct isomorphism classes of 
leaf within a T4. These are illustrated in Fig. 1. The near leaf lies at a distance of 2 
from the centroid of the T4, while the far leaf lies out at distance 4 from the 
centroid. It follows that there are two isomorphism classes of symmetric Ts. 
There is one denoted N 3 in which the centroid comes from identifying near leaves 
in three T4's, and one called F 3 coming from identifying far leaves in three T4's. 
(a) A near leaf in a T 4 
(b) A far leaf in a T 4 
Fig. 1° 
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Likewise there are two isomorphism classes of disymmetric Ts, namely one class 
N2F in which the centroid comes from identifying a near leaf in each of two T4's 
with a far leaf in another T4, and a second class F2N in which the centroid comes 
from identifying a far leaf in each of two T4's with a near leaf in a third T4. Since 
there are only two isomorphism classes of T4-with-leaf, there are no asymmetric 
Ts's. Thus 
IT3(5)1 =4. (2.1) 
In general, if there are n isomorphism classes of Tk_~-with-leaf, then there are n 
isomorphism classes of symmetric Tk, 2(~) isomorphism classes of disymmetric Tk, 
and (~) isomorphism classes of asymmetric Tk. The total of these gives 
,T3(k), = n + 2(2)+ (3)  = 16n(1 + n)(2 + n). (2.2) 
To enumerate T3(k), it thus suffices to enumerate the isomorphism classes of 
Tk_l-with-leaf. In Section 4 it will be shown that pk-~(O) is the number of such 
classes, whence (1.3) follows on applying (2.2). 
Faced with the problem of enumerating the isomorphism classes of Tk_~-with- 
leaf, it is natural to turn to the standard techniques of P61ya-Redfield theory [3, 
Section 5.1]. To apply these, one needs to know the automorphism groups of the 
various Tk and Tk-with-leaf. The automorphism groups of a T~ and a T2 are just 
the respective symmetric groups Sz and $3 acting on the leaves. The automorph- 
ism group Aut(T3) of a T3 is the wreath product [3, Section 4.1] S2wrS3. This 
group of order 23. 6 = 48 is the group of the cube and the Weyl group of type B3 
or C3 [3, Eq. 4.1.33(ii)]. To see the isomorphism of Aut(Ta) with the group of the 
cube, let pairs of leaves distance 2 apart in the T3 correspond to opposite faces in 
the cube. The automorphism group of a T3-with-leaf is the stabilizer of the leaf in 
Aut(T3). Under the correspondence, this is the stabilizer of a face of the cube in 
the group of the cube, namely the group /)4 of the square, or $2 wr $2. The 
automorphism groups of T4 and larger Tk'S are then given by the following 
Proposition 3. (a) In a symmetric Tk, let the stabilizer of the centroid in the 
automorphism group of each limb be isomorphic to a group G. Then the 
automorphism group of the Tk is isomorphic to G wr $3. 
(b) In a disymmetric Tk, let the stabilizer of the centroid in the automorphism 
group of each of the two mutually isomorphic limbs be isomorphic to G, while the 
centroid's tabilizer in the other limb is H. Then the automorphism group of the Tk 
is isomorphic to ( G wr $2) x H. 
(c) In an asymmetric Tk, let the stabilizers of the centroid in the respective limbs 
be G, H, and K. Then the automorphism group of the Tk is isomorphic to 
GxHxK.  
Proof (sketch). If limbs-with-leaf are isomorphic, then there is an automorphism 
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of the Tk permuting them. Beyond this, automorphisms of each individual imb 
fixing the centroid combine independently to give an automorphism of the Tk. [] 
From this, it follows that a T4 has an automorphism group ($2 wr S2)wr Sa of 
order (23) 3. 3! = 3072. The configuration of a near leaf in a T4 has automorphism 
group (D4wrS2)x D4, while a far leaf in a T4 has automorphism group 
(D4wrS2) x $2 (see Fig. 1). Using parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 3, the 
automorphism groups of the four kinds of T5 are obtained as listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Automorphism groups of Ts's 
Class of T5 Automorphism group Order 
N 3 ((D 4 wr $2) x D4)wr S 3 231- 3 
N2F (((D 4 wr $2) x D4)wr 82) x (D 4 wr $2) x S 2 2 29 
F2N (((D 4 wr $2) x S2)wr $2) x (D 4 wr $2) x D 4 227 
F 3 ((/94 wr $2) x S2)wr S 3 225. 3 
Note that even the smallest of these has an order of about one hundred million, 
while the largest has an order of several billion. The upshot is that the sizes of the 
automorphism groups of the Tk grow so fast that it is impracticable to use 
P61ya-Redfield theory to enumerate leaves in Tk'S. For this reason, the next 
section develops a special language to deal directly with isomorphism classes of 
leaves and other configurations within the Tk. 
3. Flags 
The following geometrically motivated defirfition is crucial to the subsequent 
theory of the T3(k). 
Definition 4. An isomorphism class of ordered r-tuples of distinct leaves on a Tk 
is called an r-flag in T3(k), or more briefly a flag. 
Thus 1-flags are isomorphism classes of leaves in Tk'S, while 2-flags are 
isomorphism classes of directed paths between pairs of leaves in a Tk. An 
induction similar to that used in [1, Corollary 2.2] to show that each Tk has 
3 k-1 + 1 vertices hows that each Tk has 
k~, = ½(3 k-1 + 3) (3.1) 
leaves. Thus in T3(k), there are 1-flags, 2-flags, and so on up to k~.-flags. Let 
at(k), or more briefly a, if k is clear from the context, denote the number of 
r-flags in Ta(k), for 1 ~< r ~< k~. In Section 4 it will be shown that 
X 2 X k£- I  
pk(x) =al(k) + a2(k) ~. + a3(k)-~.. + . " + ak~(k) (k2 -  1)!" (3.2) 
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The purpose of this section is to develop an efficient inductive notation for 
labelling the flags in T3(k) for k > 1. The label of an r-flag in T3(k) for k > 2 will 
consist of a string of subscripted zeroes 03, 04,. • •, Ok, possibly repeated, mixed 
with one occurrence ach of the digits 1, 2 , . . . ,  r. 
To begin with, consider T3(2). The unique 1-flag, 2-flag, and 3-flag of T3(2) are 
labelled 1, 12, and 123 respectively. The digits stand for the first, second (r > 1), 
and third (r = 3) leaves of the respective flags. Now consider T3(k) for k > 2. In a 
representative of an r-flag of T3(k), the r leaves numbered 1, 2, . . . ,  r in order 
are distributed amongst he three limbs of the underlying Tk, say rx of them on 
the first, r2 on the second, and r3 on the third, where O<-.rx ~r2<~r3<~r and 
r = rx + r2 + r3. The first limb determines an (!"1 + 1)-flag in T3(k - 1), the first leaf 
o f  which is the centroid of the Tk, denoted Ok, and the second, . . . ,  (rl + 1)th of 
which are the rl leaves ix < i2 <-  • • < irl of the r-flag of T3(k), in order, that lie in 
the first limb. The second limb determines an (rE + 1)-flag in T3(k - 1), the first 
leaf of which is again the centroid Ok, and the second, . . . ,  (rE + 1)th of which are 
the rE leaves iX < i~ <- - .  < i~ of the r-flag of T3(k), in order, that lie in the second 
limb. Similarly, the third limb determines an (r3 + 1)-flag in T3(k - 1) with leaves 
• rr • .It l l<  < ' ' '< l r  3 Ok, ~, t~ , . . . ,  ~r3 in order, "" i~ "" being the r3 leaves of the r-flag of 
T3(k), in order, that lie in the third limb. Now, by induction, each of the (r~ + 1)-, 
(rE + 1)-, and (r3 + 1)-flags of T3(k - 1) will already have been labelled. The labels 
will consist of a string of subscripted zeroes 03, 04 , . . . ,  0k-X, possibly repeated, 
mixed with one occurence ach of the digits 1, 2 , . . . ,  (r/+ 1). In the label of the 
(rl + 1)-flag, replace the digits 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (rx + 1) by Ok, ix, i 2 ,  • . • , i r l  respec- 
tively, to give a string sx. In the label of the (rE + 1)-flag, replace the digits 
1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  (rE + 1) by Ok, ix, i2, • • •, ir2 respectively, to give a string s2. 
Similarly, form the string s3. Now concatenate these three strings to give a new 
string s~s2s3. If all the ri are distinct, take this new string immediately as the label 
of the r-flag of T3(k). If r /= ri+l and s/+l comes lexicographically before s~ (on 
ordering the zeroes and digits 03 < 04 <-  • • < Ok <" • " < 1 < 2 <-  • - < r <-  • -), 
first interchange s/ and si+x. If rx =rE = r3, first order so that Sl <s2 < s3 before 
taking sxs2s3 as the label. Some examples of flags with their labels are displayed in 
Fig. 2. (Note how the lexicographic ordering works in parts (b), (c), and (d).) As 
additional examples, referring back to Fig. 1, a near leaf in a T4 
is labelled 0303030403030304030303041 and a far leaf is labelled 
0303030403030304030304031. Using a power notation for repeated strings, these may 
be abbreviated to (~04)20~3041 and (~04)20~04031 respectively. 
In the label s~s2s3 for an r-flag in ~(k)  for k > 2 obtained by the induction step 
just described, call the si the primary factors of the label. For k > 3, each si has its 
own primary factors. These are called secondary factors of s~s2s3. For k > 4, the 
primary factors of these secondary factors are called tertiary factors, and so on. 
Given the label of an r-flag in T3(k) for k > 3, one may identify the start of a new 
primary factor in the string as the first occurrence of a 03 in the string following an 
occurrence of a Ok. The primary factors of labels of flags of T3(3) start at each 03. 
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(a) 03032 0313 (b) 031 032 033 
3 2 
(c) 030314 032 3 (d) 031 034 032 3 
3 1 3 
2 2 
(e) 03030304030303042 03033 03041 
Fig. 2. Some flags with their labels. 
In this way the label of a flag may be unravelled progressively into 3 primary 
factors, 3 2 secondary factors, 3 3 tertiary factors, and so on. The flag can thus be 
reconstructed once its label is known. In particular, there is a one-one 
correspondence b tween flags and their labels. 
It is also convenient to think of elements of T3(k), namely isomorphism classes 
of Tk'S, as 0-flags in T3(k). The labelling process described above works for these 
as well, labelling the elements of T3(k) with strings composed of 03, 04, . . . ,  Ok. 
Using the abbreviated power notation, the four elements of T3(5), previously 
listed in Table 1 along with their automorphism groups, are labelled as 
N 3 -- ((0304)20~30405) 3, N2F - -  ((0~304)20~30405)2(0~304)20~040305, 
F2N = (0304)20~30405((0304)20~3040305) 2, and F 3-" ((0~304)20~040305) 3. 
With the help of the labels for r-flags in T3(k), one easily derives the following 
result needed in Section 5. 
Proposition 4. For each k and 0 < r < k,~, 
a,(k)<~ar+l(k). (3.3) 
Proof. Consider the label of an (r + 1)-flag in T3(k). Let i be the first (non-zero) 
digit in it, reading from left to fight. Now remove this digit, and replace each digit 
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j > i in the label by the digit j - 1. The result is the label of an r-flag in T3(k). This 
procedure gives a surjection from the set of (labels of) (r + 1)-flags onto the set of 
(labels of) r-flags. The inequality (3.3) follows. [] 
Corollary 5. For all non-negative real numbers x, 
O <<- p'k(X) <~ pk(X). 
Proof. This follows from (3.2) and (3.3). [] 
(3.4) 
4. The recurrence relation 
This section furnishes the proof of Theorem 1. The proof entails checking the 
validity of 
X X 2 X k~' - I  
pk(X) = al(k) + a2(k) ~ + a3(k) =T + . . . + akx(k) (3.2) (gX 1)! / !  Z;!  
for all k >0, since for k > 1 one has that pk-l(0)-" a l (k -  1) is the number of 
1-flags in T3(k- 1), i.e., the number of isomorphism classes of Tk_rwith-leaf. 
Given this, the assertion (1.3) of Theorem 1 follows immediately from (2.1). 
Equation (3.2) is readily checked when k = 1. Since a T~ is just a tree with two 
vertices, there is a unique 1-flag and a unique 2-flag in T3(1). The right hand side 
of (3.2) becomes 1 +x, and this is pl(x)  by Definition (1.1). Equation (3.2) will 
be proved by induction for k > 1, assuming its truth for k -  1. More exactly, it 
will be shown that, under the induction hypothesis, the right hand side of (3.2) is 
equal to 
½Pk-~(O)p'k-l(X)+-~ L "~. l" (4.1) 
By (1.2), expression (4.1) is just pk(X). The coefficient of x ' - l / ( r  - 1)! in (4.1) is 
r! ar l+l(k-  1)a,2+l(k- 1)a,~+l(k- 1), (4.2) ½a~(k - 1)ar+~(k - 1) + !6 ,~xrll rE! r3! 
where X is the set of all ordered triples r = (r~, r2~ r3) of natural numbers with 
rl + r2 + r3 = r. Thus (4.2) must be shown to equal ar(k), the number of r-flags in 
Ta(k), as this is the coefficient of x~-~/(r - 1)! in the right hand side of (3.2). 
To begin with, consider -flags in T3(k) in which all the leaves lie on a single 
limb of the underlying Tk. Together with the centroid of the Tk, the r leaves on 
this limb represent an (r + 1),flag in Ta(k - 1); there are a,+l(k - 1) possibilities 
for this. The centroid of the Tk in each of the other two limbs specifies two 1-flags 
in T3(k- 1). There are a l (k -  1) ways in which these 1-flags can be equal, and 
½a~(k- 1)(al (k-  1 ) -  1) ways in which they can be distinct. Thus the total 
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number of r-flags in Ta(k) in which all the leaves lie on a single limb of the 
underlying Tk is (al + ½al(a l -  1))ar+l, or 
½al(k -  1)ar+l(k - 1) + a6al(k - 1)2ar+l (k  - 1). (4.3) 
This accounts for all the summands in (4.2) having ar+l(k- 1) as a factor, the 
latter term in (4.3) covering the summands corresponding to r= (r, O, 0), 
r = (0, r, 0),  and r = (0, 0, r). 
Next, consider r-flags in T3(k) with an equal number of leaves on each of the 
limbs of the underlying Tk. Of course, this can only happen if r is a multiple of 3. 
Together with the centroid of the Tk, the ~r leaves on a given limb represent an 
(13r + 1)-flag in T3(k - 1). There are r!/6(13r)! 3 ways in which the r leaves of the 
flag may be apportioned to the three limbs. If the leaves of the r-flag are 
numbered 1 < 2 <-  • • < r, suppose that leaves il < i2 <-  • • < ir/3 are on the first 
" " - - -  " " "< i~<- . .< ' "  limb, leaves l I < 12 < < t~/3 on the second limb, and leaves ll t~r3 on 
the third limb. The ordering of the limbs as first, second, and third follows on 
• t • t • t ~ "PF " fF  " f l  requiring the three strings i~i2.., i~<zd2- ' - t~t l t2 . . .  ~/3 to be ordered 
lexicographically. There are then a~r+l(k- 1) possible isomorphism classes for 
each of the three corresponding (½r + 1)-flags in T3(k - 1). Thus the total number 
of r-flags in T3(k) with an equal number of leaves on each limb is 
1 r! 
6 (~r)! (~r)! (3Xr)! atr+l(k - 1)3" (4.4) 
This accounts for the summand in (4.2) coming from r = (Xar, 13r, 13r). 
Now, consider -flags in Ta(k) with an equal number s of leaves on each of two 
of the limbs of the underlying Tk, and a distinct number r -  2s of leaves on the 
other limb• There are ½rl(s!)2(r - 2s)! ways of distributing the r leaves thus. As in 
the previous case, order the two limbs carrying equal numbers of leaves. Then the 
total number of such r-flags in T3(k) is seen to be 
3 r! 
6s! s! (r - 2s)! as+~(k - 1)2ar_2~+l(k - 1). (4.5) 
This accounts for summands in (4.2) coming from 
r=(s ,s , r -2s ) ,  r=(s , r -2s ,  s), and r=( r -2s ,  s,s).  
Finally, consider r-flags in Ta(k) with distinct numbers rl < rE < ra of leaves on 
each of the limbs. There are 
6 r! 
61"1! r2! r3! a'l+~(k - 1)a,:+~(k - 1)a,~+~(k - 1) (4.6) 
such. These account for the 6 summands in (4.2) coming from r = (rl~, r2~, r3~), :t 
a permutation of {1, 2, 3}. Altogether, the total number of r-flags in Ta(k) is 
given as the sum of all the terms of form (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6). This sum is 
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precisely (4.2), so that (4.2) is equal to ar(k), as required to complete the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
5. The asymptotic estimate 
In this section, the asymptotic estimate 
In In ITa(k)I 
lim = 1 (5.1) 
k---*oo k in3 
is obtained, thereby proving Theorem 2. A lower bound for ln ln IT3(k)l comes 
from the following result. 
Proposition 6. For k > 3, al(k) t>2 IT3(k)l. 
Proof. For k = 4, there is a unique Tk. However, Fig. 1 displays two kinds of leaf 
in a T4, namely near and far. Thus al(4)=2=21T3(4)l. For k>4,  consider a 
particular Tk. Focus attention on a T4 in one of its limbs. This T4 may be attached 
to the rest of the Tk either by a near leaf or a far leaf, but in each case it will still 
have both near and far leaves that remain unattached, i.e., that are leaves of the 
Tk. These near and far leaves represent distinct 1-flags in T3(k). Thus for each 
isomorphism type of Tk, there are at least two 1-flags in Ta(k) carried by it. The 
required inequality follows. [--1 
Now, by (2.2), for n = a1(] - 1) and j > 4, 
IT3(y)I = 16 n(1 + n)(2 + n) > !6n3~> ~6 IT3(j - -  1)13, 
the latter inequality coming from Proposition 6. Weakening this to I T3(j)l > 
IT3(j- 1)13 for j >4, and taking logarithms, 
In IT3(k)l > 3 In IT3(k- 1)1 > 321n [T3(k - 2)1 >- ' -  > 3k-5 In [T3(5)1. (5.2) 
By (2.1), In IT3(5)1 > 1. Thus taking logarithms of (5.2) gives 
In In I T3(k)l > (k - 5)In 3, (5.3) 
an adequate lower bound for In In IT3(k)l. 
An upper bound for In In ITa(k)[ is found by considering the leading coefficient 
of the polynomial pk(X). Note that by (3.1) and (3.2), the degree ofpk(x)  is given 
by 
degpk(x) = k~.- 1 = 12(3 k-1 + 1) (5.4) 
Proposition 7. For k > 1, the leading coefficient of pk(X) is less than unity. 
Proof. Let bk denote the logarithm of the leading coefficient of pk(x), i.e., 
bk = ln[aka(k)/(k2 - 1)l]. (5.5) 
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By (1.1) and (1.2) of Theorem 1, the bk satisfy the recurrence relation 
bk+l "- - In  2 + ln(kZ - 1) + 3bk, (5.6) 
with bl = 0. By (5.4), it follows that bk+l < - In /2  + k In 3 + 3bk, SO 
bj < - in  6 + ( ] -  1)in 3 + 3bj_l. (5.7) 
Then 
bk < In 6 + (k - 1)In 3 + 3bk-1  
< - In  6 + (k - 1)In 3 + 3(- In 6 + (k - 2)In 3 + 3bk-2) 
= --(1 + 3)In 6 + {k(1 + 3) - (1- 1 + 2- 3)}In 3 + 32bk_2 
< - (1  + 3 + 32)1n 6 + {k(1 + 3 + 32) - (1.1 + 2 .3  + 3.32)}in 3 + 33bk_3 
<-(1  +3+- - -  +3k-2) ln6+ {k( l+3+- - .  +3 k-2) 
- (1 -  1 +2-3+""  + (k -  1)3k-E)}lna+ak-lbl  
= 3k-1[¼ In 3 -- ½ In 6] + I[2 In 6 -- (2k + 1)In 3]. 
Now since 36 < 35, the latter term is negative for k > 1. Also, the former term is 
always negative, since 27 < 36. Thus bk is negative for k > 1, whence the leading 
coetti¢ient i self is less than unity. 
To derive the upper bound for In In IT3(k)l, note that by Proposition 4 and 6, 
ITa(k)l <ak~(k). (5.8) 
Thus by (5.5) and Proposition 7, 
In IT3(k)} < In(kZ - 1)t < (k). - 1)In(k). - 1), (5.9) 
whence by (5.4), 
In IT3(k)l < 3k In 3 k . 
Taking logarithms of this, 
In In I T3(k)l < k In 3 + In k + In In 3, 
an adequate upper bound for In In IT3(k)l. 
Putting the lower bound (5.3) and the upper bound (5.10) 
obtains 
k ln 3 - 51n 3 < In In lTa(k)l < k In 3 + ln k + ln In 3. 
Dividing by k In 3 and taking the limit as k tends to infinity, the 
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